Punjab State Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Rules.

For use of Adjudicating Officers office:

Date of filing: ____________________

Date of receipt by post: ____________________

Application No: ____________________

COMPLAINT NO. A 2018-19 2018

ENTRUSTED TO

ADJUDICATING OFFICER

Signature: ____________________

Authorized Officer: ____________________

BEFORE THE ADJUDICATING OFFICER, REAL ESTATE REGULATORY AUTHORITY, PUNJAB MANDI BOARD, S.A.S. NAGAR (MOHALI).

Vijesh Jaiswal and another ....Applicant (s)

AND

Sh. Binder Pal Mittal ....Respondent

Detai l of claim:

1. Particulars of the applicant(s):

(i) Name of the applicant:

1. Vijesh Jaiswal, aged 52 years S/o Sh. Om Parkash Jaiswal;

2. Reedhu Jaiswal, aged 44 years W/o Sh. Vijesh Jaiswal

(ii) Address of the existing office/ residence of the applicant: Both Resident of # F-112, Orbit Apartments, VIP Road (Adjoining Metro Wholesale Mart), Zirakpur- 140603.

Permanent resident of D-44, Bawa Vihar, Sector-9, HUDA, Ambala City, Pin-134003 (Haryana).

(iii) Address for service of all notices:

# F-112, Orbit Apartments, VIP Road (Adjoining Metro Wholesale Mart), Zirakpur- 140603.
Vijesh Jaiswal and another Vs. Binderpal Mittal

Dated: 16.01.2019

Present: Shri Ashutosh Vig representative for Complainant
Shri Sanjeev Sharma representative for respondent.

Shri Ashutosh Vig representative for the complainant has made a statement that in view of the latest circulars of the Authority, he withdraws this complaint with permission to file fresh complaint in proper form and before appropriate forum. He has further stated that liberty to file fresh complaint on the same cause of action may be granted to the complainant and this complaint may be dismissed as withdrawn.

In view of above statement of representative for the complainant, this complaint is hereby dismissed as withdrawn, however, with permission to the complainant to file fresh complaint on the same cause of action in proper form and before appropriate authority. A copy of this order be supplied to the parties under Rules and file be consigned to the record room.

(J.S. Khusdil)
Adjudicating officer,
RERA 16.01.2019